Guardian cryptic crossword No 28,243 set by Philistine

Across
9 Hindu extremists imprisoned by corrupt Italian state (9)
10 Language of North India (5)
11 More gut-rot for foodie (7)
12 By the sound of it, had babies and stopped, but not at 7 (7)
13 Drunk may do this to house plant, if rejected (5)
14 The Guardian’s probing rip-off after cannabis mix (9)
16 Best lean meat stew includes small snack (3,7,5)
19 Quiet, tough yet pliable bushes (9)
21 Top half of 21 down or its cover (5)
22 Bank may be following its lead appliance (7)
23 Club has pop music duo touring east of Calais (4,3)
24 Nothing gets one out of a river for another (5)
25 Species that’s endangered as a result of a tiny alteration in Trump’s tone (9)

Mr President (8)
3 Whisper from Parisian walls (6)
4,23 Garments found in train wreck, oddly strewn (8)
5 Dodgy bar in beastly hotel needed for starter (3,7)
6 In the distance, see author struggling to get capital (8)
7 Fix monarchy by getting rid of outsiders and implementing reform (6)
8,15 Topless 2 say victory, how not to play it and somehow intend to cover that (4,10)
14 Prisoner at 7 or 12 up about redhead ladies (6,4)
15 See 8
17 Centre of Luxembourg was no longer represented (8)
18 She got involved with Tate exhibition, initially as art lover (8)
20 Fine ale served up primarily to make one horny (5)
21 After 6, guru gives a strange appearance (6)
22 See 1
23 See 4

Down
1,22 Turkey, perhaps, flags a British deal, but not as planned (10,4)
2 Scarlet woman’s in position,

Solution No. 28,242

We regret that in the present circumstances we are unable to process prize entries for this puzzle. The solution to each puzzle will still be published online at midday on the following Friday.